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BASEMENT CONVERSION | KITCHENS

ALL WHITE NOW

THE PROJECT

• The worktops and sink
are made from Corian,
which is hard-wearing
and stain resistant and
can be polished back to
its original pristine state.
• The Corian flush sink
covers hide any clutter
in the sinks and double
up as worktops.
• Jane chose a Corian
surround for her gas
fireplace to match the
kitchen worktops.
• The brushed stainless
steel handles break up
the white scheme and
match the illuminated
aluminium shelves
and bi-fold doors.
• Jane loves French style
so was delighted to find
the green curved wood
Thonet stools online.
• Jane’s French oak dining
table extends to seat
12 and was chosen to
match the flooring.

Jane and Andy Passingham transformed
a dark and gloomy cellar into a bright
and inviting modern kitchen

WHO LIVES HERE?
Jane and Andy
Passingham, their sons
Harry, 10, and Jac, seven
– and their cat Buzz.
WHERE IS IT?
Bath.
TYPE OF PROPERTY
Terraced house with
four bedrooms.
ROOM DIMENSIONS
4.4x6.2m.
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KITCHENS | BASEMENT CONVERSION

O

ur kitchen used to be
the most unpleasant
basement ever. It was
extremely dark, cold
and dirty, with unplastered walls,
a low ceiling, brown quarry floor
tiles and no insulation.
We began by extending the
room to incorporate the side
return – which meant the side of
the house came off during the intensely cold winter
of 2010/11 – it was minus 10 degrees for a solid three
weeks! We fitted three Velux skylights into the extended
roof, lowered the floor and laid underfloor heating
beneath the new oak-effect flooring.
The main problem we faced was after removing the
chimney breast. We discovered it wasn’t keyed into the
wall above. It partly collapsed and had to be rebuilt
using a new RSJ. Then we had the walls insulated and
added bi-fold doors at the garden end.
In addition, we also made space for a pantry,
laundry and shower room and then the Bath Kitchen
Company fitted our splendid new kitchen. Building
work and installation took three months in all.

ACCESS ALL AREAS

The kitchen has been
split into three distinct
sections to allow easy
access to the dining
area and garden.

HIDDEN EXTRAS

The kitchen island
has a double sink
and conceals sliding
bins, a dishwasher
and power sockets.

JANE SAYS…

ADDED LIGHT

Shopping liﬆ

Corian worktops
and off-white units
give the kitchen a
clean and modern
streamlined look.
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FEATURE VICTORIA JENKINS FEATURE WILLIAM GODDARD

• Off-white matt lacquer slab door
units, £13,000; Corian worktops
including sink and flush sink covers,
£5,000 (£300 per sq m); Franke tap,
£180; illuminated aluminium shelves,
£264; Elica extractor, £156; all Bath
Kitchen Company, 01225 312003,
bathkitchencompany.co.uk. • New
Siemens American fridge, £1,300,
Siemens, siemens-home.co.uk.
• Amtico traditional oak flooring,
£37.50 per sq m, Amtico, 0121 745
0800, amtico.com. • French oak
table, £800, Rossiters of Bath,
01225 462227, rossitersofbath.com.
• Reproduction Eames DSW dining
chairs, £49.99 each, Buydirect4u,
01509 606118, buydirect4u.co.uk.
• Thonet bar stools, £129 each, Sofa
& Home, 01652 650942, sofaandhome.
co.uk. • Angel Retro gas fire with
white Corian fascia, £1,000, CVO
Fires, 01325 301020, cvo.co.uk.
• Three argon-filled low E-glass
bi-fold doors, £12,000, Everest, 0800
240 4946, everest.co.uk.

KITCHEN UNITS
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The three skylights
bring light into the
kitchen by day,
and the illuminated
aluminium shelving
adds extra light.

‘I love Corian because
it’s a bright, warm and
soft-looking material,
not at all hard or
shiny, and it’s very
hygienic too. We all
went from hating this
room to loving it!’
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MAKING SPACE | KITCHENS

LIGHT & SPACIOUS

Charlotte and Simon created a bright kitchen with bags of space

THE PROJECT

• With doors leading to
the hallway, dining
room, utility room and
garden, designer James
Horsfall from the Bath
Kitchen Company went
for a simple design with
space for traffic flow.
• The couple’s wish list
included an island,
space to sit at, larder
storage, a unit to hide
the boiler, two ovens and
space for a dining table
and four chairs.

WHO LIVES HERE?
Charlotte Johnson,
a civil servant, and
her husband Simon,
who’s an engineer.
WHERE IS IT?
Bath.
TYPE OF PROPERTY
Three bedroom 1930s
semi-detached house.
ROOM DIMENSIONS
5x5m.
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•James designed the
space so two people
can cook and use the
sink while chatting to
friends at the island.
•A hidden extractor in
the ceiling means the
room is not dominated
by a big stainless steel
box in the centre.
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MAKING SPACE| KITCHENS

W

e wanted some
wow factor for our
kitchen and
decided that one
with bright blue glass would
be the answer. We found
a spatula in the right shade of
blue and asked the Bath
Kitchen Company to match it.
When we first moved in, the kitchen was very outdated
with cream units in a fussy design, while the carpet
tiles, pink woodchip walls and polystyrene ceiling tiles
dated from the 1970s. In fact, we found some
newspapers from 1970s under the carpet. We
demolished a side exterior wall and had a four foot
wide extension built on. Then we asked the Bath
Kitchen Company to design and make a kitchen that
dealt with the three doors leading to other rooms and
the bi-fold doors we added at the garden end. We had
seen a kitchen we liked in a magazine and asked for
an updated version which incorporated bright blue
glass. It took around three months to complete.

DESIGN TOUCHES

Designer James has
broken things up by
putting off-white
cupboards between
walnut-effect units.

BRIGHT COLOURS

The toughened blue
glass looks great as
a splashback and the
bright bar stools add
hits of colour.

TABLE & CHAIRS

The glass-topped table
and transparent plastic
chairs from John Lewis
keep a light and airy
feeling in the room.

CHARLOTTE SAYS…

FLOOR TILES

The porcelain floor tiles
from Tile Flair are ideal
as muddy footprints
from the garden can
be easily wiped up.

‘Buy local! We bought our
appliances from a store
in Bath. As we were
buying more than one
item, we negotiated for
a discount. You can’t
negotiate with a website
and it’s nice to be able to
support a local store.’

Shopping liﬆ

WORK SURFACES

The couple chose the
Corian worktops and
moulded sink because
it’s a hard-wearing
and hygienic material.
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FEATURE VICTORIA JENKINS PHOTOGRAPHS WILL GODDARD

•Handmade foil-wrapped walnut-effect
and off-white kitchen units, £12,256; Corian
worktops and sink, £4,040 (£300 per sq m);
fitting and template of Corian, £595;
toughened blue glass, including fitting and
template, £1,600; Franke Fuji tap in silk steel,
£161; 25 bar handles, £175 (£7 each); all the
Bath Kitchen Company, 01225 312003,
bathkitchencompany.co.uk. •Porcelain
flooring, £1088 (£40 per sq m), Tile Flair, 0117
959 8888, tileflair.co.uk. •Neff T42D20X1
induction hob £530; two Neff B15P52N3GB
pyrolitic ovens, £745 each; Bosch
SMV65M00GB integrated dishwasher, £550;
Neff I99C68N0GB flush with ceiling extractor
£1,130; Bosch KAD62S21 American-style
fridge freezer, £2,090; all Coopers Electrical
Superstore, 01225 311811 (Bath) or 020 8876
1246 (London), coopers-stores.com. •Four
Livorno bar stools, £32.99 each, So Interiors,
sointeriors.co.uk. •Dining table, £200; four
dining chairs; £99 each; all John Lewis, 0845
604 9049, johnlewis.com. •Five litres of paint,
Almond White by Dulux, £27.99 for 2.5 litres,
Dulux, 0844 481 7817, dulux.com. •Bi-fold
doors, £1,600, local builder.
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